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Chemical Engineering Department of G H Patel College of
Engineering and Technology (GCET), a Charutar Vidya Mandal
institute, Vallabh Vidyanagar, organized Expert Talk on “Role
of chemical engineering in the industry” under IIcHE Student
Chapter, on 12th August, 2016. The Expert talk was specially
organized for the 1st and 2nd year students of Chemical
Engineering in the Seminar Hall. Miss. Reema Padiyar
(Environment Inspector and Alumni 2012) working presently
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at Transpek industry, Baroda and Mr. Vishal Shah (Executive
Manager, Production Department and Alumni 2011) working
at Atul Limited, Ankleshwar had delivered a talk and shared
their extensive experience in the field of process engineering,
Environmental aspects. They has multi-disciplinary design
and engineering company to provide concept to company
design, production and engineering services to the various
aromatics and gas hydrocarbons chemical process industry.
They initiated the lecture session with overview of
opportunities for chemical engineering and more emphasize
to know application of theoretical knowledge. The key point
of discussion was role of chemical engineers in various
industries. The other points of discussion are project work,
safety precautions, trainings, project life cycle and many
more. The sessions end up with briefing about their company.
Our Head of the department, Dr. Kaushik Nath and other
faculty members were also present to encourage students.
Most importantly, session was interactive and all students had
learnt basic things. The lecture has proven to be a very
impressing and informative for the students.

